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From the farm
Amanda Owen

Nancy all set for her Christmas dinner

D

ecember is here, where has
the year gone, it seems to have
flown by.
It is decidedly chilly at the
moment, both outdoors and indoors as
the kitchen range has broken down.
Dependable and unwavering, it usually
just chugs away, kettles simmering on the
hotplate, hats and gloves drying on the
backplate, towels warming on the rail.
Throughout the day we come into the
kitchen, sometimes for a cup of tea, to
pick up extra layers or to just thaw out our
frozen fingers and toes.

Anyway, with impeccable timing, the
week before the Christmas festivities, to
my dismay (and to the delight of 16-yearold mechanic-in-the-making Reuben)
without any warning whatsoever, it
stopped working.
Reuben disembowelled the infernal
thing, found out what was wrong but
couldn’t make the repair. Though at least
he was able to tell the repair man what
spare part was needed.
We had only just got the range working
again when I had water trouble, not of
the personal nature, just the type whereby
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nothing was coming out of the taps.
This time it appeared that something (we
suspected a frog) had caused a blockage in
the pipe and was the reason that we could
be found scrabbling about on our hands
and knees unearthing the half-mile-long
pipe at random intervals to try to find
where Kermit’s corpse was.
There was blessed relief when, finally,
water was flowing again, albeit it a little
more peaty coloured than usual due to
being airlock, and the tank sediment
getting stirred up.
Sidney got two notes home from school

“It is a time of year I feel
privileged to be able to call
myself a shepherdess”
the next day, the first one stated that he’d
sustained a minor injury due to a juggling
accident, the second one stating that he
should not bring pond water to school in
his reusable water drinks bottle!
Christmas at Ravenseat is a measured
affair, with no last-minute panicking
about presents.
This is because expectations are low.
I promise you that I am no Scrooge, but
with a sizeable family, who, really speaking,
want for nothing, it will be token gifts all
round. Small somethings for the children
to unwrap on Christmas morning will
suffice. I can guarantee that before the big
day is over the children will be outside
playing on the hay bales or tinkering in the
workshop. As for Christmas dinner, I have
no fear of cooking a huge meal, every day
sees me catering for ten so it’s business as
usual. There’s always a few extra mouths to
feed too, waifs and strays at our Christmas
dinner table, isn’t that what it’s all about?
Undoubtedly, I will have succumbed to

temptation and have bought the biggest,
and, therefore, cheapest turkey at the
poultry sale at our local auction mart.
“What sort of idiot would want a mutant
forty pound bird?” people will mutter, “It
won’t even fit in a normal oven and if it
does then it’ll take forever to cook and
you’ll be eating it for months.”
Enough said.
The Christmas tree has been uprooted
again and is now up in the room and
decorated, heavily adorned with glass
baubles at the top but sparse at the bottom
with just felt animals and other more
robust decorations that can stand being
yanked off by Nancy or chewed by the
dogs.
There are sparkling Christmas lights
strung between the beams, tinsel and
garland adorn the various stuffed animals
that stare down from the walls. Candles
are set around the nativity scene on top of
the piano.
The Bethlehem stable was looking
almost as busy as our house with all the
usual added extras. Mary & Joseph, kings,
shepherds and a whole crowd of hangerson, including Elsa from Frozen. I was
very proud of my decorations, “I think
it looks like a grotto,” I said to four-yearold Clemmy who then would announce
to all visitors that it was grotty, which was
probably nearer the truth.
Christmas on the farm is a busy time:
there’s still all the animals to look after but
it is that normality that we like.
It is a time of year I feel privileged to be
able to call myself a shepherdess.
A time for reflection, a time when we
count our blessings and thank our lucky
stars that we have food, family and friends
around us.
Happy Christmas everyone. M

